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5601 Mt Sanitas Ave 
Longmont - $451,000 

 
We received multiple offers on 
this home and it sold for well 

over the asking price of 
$428,000. Let me know if I can 

help you get your home sold 

1539 Taylor Mountain Dr. 
Longmont—$714,000 

 
We received multiple offers on 
this home and it sold for well 

over the asking price of 
$697,000. Let me know if I can 

help you get your home sold 

974 Old Wagon Trail 
Lafayette - $537,990 

 
New construction home in 

Lafayette at the Trails at Coal 
Creek. Built by Meritage 

Homes.  

1449 Pratt Way 
Longmont - $359,000 

 
A great covered front porch wel-

comes you into this lovingly remod-
eled home. Hardwood & tile floor-

ing throughout the upper two levels. 
Remodeled kitchen features maple 

cabinetry with crown moulding, and 
slab granite surfaces. 

Are You Making These Lawn Watering Mistakes? 
 

 Proper watering nourishes lawns, just as proper hydration nourishes our bodies. Yet too many of us are failing at both. We're 
not going to lecture you about drinking more water—we'll leave that to your doctor or significant other—but we are going to give 
you a lesson about correctly watering your lawn. 
Here are five lawn watering mistakes that you’re likely making right now and ways you can fix those mistakes. 
 1. You're over-watering your lawn. Many homeowners drench their lawns with water; however, that's not a wise move. Over
-watering can leave your lawn susceptible to fungus and other diseases. It also can cause your lawn to grow too quickly and can wash 
away costly fertilizers, according to PlantCareToday.com. In addition, drowning your lawn wastes water. To avoid excessive watering, 
PlantCareToday.com recommends buying a soil moisture meter: "These meters are very simple and valuable tools that you can pick 
up for $10 or so at any garden center or home store." Lawn care experts say most lawns need one inch of water per week; however, 
that's merely a rule of (green) thumb, as watering requirements vary according to grass type, climate and seasonal changes. "The 
amount of water required for an established lawn will be determined by its overall health, beauty, and ability to withstand use and 
drought," according to Turfgrass Producers International, a trade group for sod growers. 
 2. You're not monitoring your irrigation system. If you've set up an automatically timed irrigation system to water your lawn, 
don't put it on autopilot. "Irrigation timers are not 'set it and forget it' devices," says Lee Miller, a turf pathologist at University of 
Missouri Extension. "You're not cooking turkey for Thanksgiving dinner. Sprinklers should be adjusted according to precipitation 
events." For instance, if it's been steadily raining the past two days, your sprinkler system should be off for a while afterward. The 
San Diego County Water Authority recommends turning off the sprinklers for two weeks after "significant rainfall." "After a storm, 
do not begin watering again until the top one to two inches of soil are dry. Lawns that lose their lush green luster will rejuvenate with 
the next rain," says Jeff Stephenson, principal water resources specialist at the San Diego Water Authority.  
 3. You're watering your lawn at the wrong time. The worst time to water your lawn is when you're probably sound asleep. 
Watering after dark soaks the lawn overnight; a soggy lawn invites fungus and other diseases to invade your grass. When's the best 
time to water your lawn? Experts says it's around 4-8 a.m., before many of us have sipped our first cup of coffee. Watering the lawn 
early in the morning gives it a good supply of water to survive the heat of the day, according to University of Illinois Extension. Early 
morning also tends to be when wind speeds are lower and, therefore, when water evaporation is less likely to occur. 
 4. You're assuming that you've got to water brown grass. When your lawn is brown, you might think it's parched; however, it 
may simply have gone dormant during hot weather or drought conditions. "Dormancy is simply a state of reduced water usage where 
the turfgrass...focuses resources on the roots," according to the Lawn Institute. "Dormant turfgrass will turn brown and is often con-
sidered unsightly, but it will recover when conditions improve." In other words, brown grass doesn't necessarily equal dying grass. 
The Institute says summer dormancy is a normal response to heat and drought, and most lawns can stay dormant for at least three to 
four weeks without dying. During the summer, "the worst that will happen if lawns are not watered is that weaker parts of the lawn 
or areas in hot spots will die," according to the Oregon State University Extension Service. "When fall returns, lawns can be reseeded 
and will recover just fine over the winter." 
 OrganoLawn, also has great local lawn care tips on their website. https://www.organolawn.com/lawn-care-tips 

Mike Malec's Real Estate Watch 



Trend Report 
 Through mid-May, the local real estate market is playing out according to forecast. The competition for entry-level 
properties remains cutthroat. As you move up in price, that activity moderates but most homes are still seeing good activi-
ty. As we’ve discussed earlier, we are seeing wobbles in the market possibly indicative of an upcoming change. Homes that 
have a feature that isn’t universally appealing, busy roads, very outdated floorplans, poor condition, etc., are starting to see 
slower activity. Over the last three years, these features didn’t deter buyers but now they are.  
 Showing traffic remains strong but depending on the time period, showings can be below last year or the last two 
years, upper left chart. One interesting thing we are seeing is that many homes are getting fewer showings than expected 
but still going under contract relatively quickly but with similarly fewer offers. Hard to read into that to decipher if that 
means buyers are more serious and less likely to just look at homes or if the pent up buyer demand is weakening. 
 Available Inventory remains low although as you can see in the top right chart below, we are starting to climb off 
the all time lows. This is a metric that we definitely want to keep a close eye on. If inventory continues to rise throughout 
the year, this will be indicative that our market is changing. If we leave the red zone of the last couple of years, that will 
definitely be a significant change in the market. 
 Sales Volume remains lower than in previous periods, most of the decline attributed to the fewer number of 
homes on the market. Now that we are seeing inventory starting to rise, if sales continue to drop this would imply a slow-
ing market. If sales start to increase along with increasing inventory, this would imply a relatively stable market.  
 Overall Supply for all prices in Boulder County remains firmly in the Seller’s Market territory. If we ran this chart 
for different price points though, we’d see supply starting to move into neutral territory as we went up in price and finally 
entering into the buyer’s market area when we headed over the 2 million dollar mark. For homes priced over 2 million, 
there is a year’s worth of supply on the market as of mid-May. 
 The percent of homes under contract for the different areas of Boulder County continues to show dramatically 
different strengths. Louisville is 70% under contract while the Suburban Plains are only half of that at 35% under contract. 
Much of this difference can be attributed to the price point of the differing areas. Plains are the most expensive. Afforda-
bility, or the lack thereof, is an issue that we all need to keep an eye on that may end up being 
one of the main drivers of our market going forward.  Mike Malec 
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